Fuse extensions

This article was co-authored by Laura Martin. Laura Martin is a Licensed Cosmetologist in
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been viewed , times. Want luscious long locks, but don't have the time or patience to wait
around for them to grow? Then look into trying extensions! Hair extensions are natural looking,
but they can take a while to apply. Wearing hair extensions is a perfect way to have luscious
locks without waiting for your hair to grow. Your easiest option is to buy clip-on wefts that are
the same color as your natural hair. Then, attach the wefts to the roots of your hair, leaving a
space between each one so the clips are concealed under your hair. Alternatively, you can
apply fusion extensions. To do this, wash your hair with a clarifying shampoo to remove any
residue, and dry it thoroughly. While the hair is still warm, use your fingers to roll the extension
into your natural hair. For tips on how to style your hair extensions, keep reading! Did this
summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to
learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep
providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with
a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers.
Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit
this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
methods. Tips and Warnings. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of All rights reserved.
This image may not be used by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow,
Inc. Decide on the kind of hair you want. Hair extensions come in two different makes: synthetic
or human. Human hair is donated by real people and repurposed into extensions. Human hair
extensions also come in many grades, such as Brazilian, Indian, Malaysian, three of the most
popular. All of the best grade and textures of human hair come in its most natural state, this
allowing for straighten, curling and even coloring to a desired color level. When choosing
human hair installs it is always best to use hair that is closest to your own natural texture, this
will allow for smooth blending when installing your extensions. Synthetic extensions do a very
good job of mimicking the appearance of human hair, but lack some of the texture that natural
hair maintains. At the same time, synthetic extensions tend to be shinier than natural human
hair. Human hair is much more expensive than synthetic hair, but it is also more versatile and
natural looking. Unlike synthetic extensions, it can be styled with heat tools, chemically treated,
colored, and washed and styled. Think about clip-in hair extensions. These are either synthetic
or human hair that are attached to a hair clip at the base which allow for temporary extensions
to your hair. These are a great option if you only want extensions for a particular event or day.
These are the cheapest available hair extensions, and are also the easiest to install. They take
only minutes to put in. Clip-in extensions must be reapplied on a daily basis as they begin to fall
out over the course of a day. They are not very comfortable to sleep in. Consider fusion hair
extensions. Fusion extensions are synthetic or human hair that is treated at one end with either
a special glue or keratin wax that is melted into your natural hair. Fusion extensions are the
longest lasting extensions, but are also significantly more expensive than clip-ins. Although
fusion extensions use heat, they are not too damaging to your natural hair. If you are afraid of
damage, look into cold fusion extensions. Because of the difficulty in applying fusion
extensions yourself, for the best results have a friend or stylist apply them for you. Method 2 of
Purchase wefts of hair that match your hair color. A weft of hair is a single row of hair to be
clipped between your own layers of hair to add length. You can buy either synthetic or human
hair in wefts, with the latter being the pricier of the two options. Match your color as best as
possible. Hair extensions are intended to look natural, which they are unable to do if there is a
simple discrepancy in hair color. Find the right length of hair. Although you obviously want your
extensions to be longer than your current length, avoid adding a dramatic amount of difference
between your natural length and the extensions. Not only will it obviously look fake, but it will
cost a significantly higher amount of money. Stick to 4 inches Divide your hair into sections.
You can do this by pulling all of the hair on the top of your head into a ponytail. As you add
extensions, you will continue to let down more sections of hair of about an inch each. Tease
your hair. Take a back-comb and rat your hair at the roots. Teasing your hair gives the
extensions something to stick to. Natural hair is too slippery for the clips to hold long without
sliding down your strands. Ratting the roots of your hair also provides coverage for the clips.
This makes it more difficult to tell you are wearing extensions. Take one weft and clip to to your
hair at the roots. You should be able to dig into the teased section of hair to allow for the best
stick. Be sure to evenly space the extensions, so that you have a level length of hair all the way
around your head. You can give your hair the look of layers. Apply the extensions in evenly
spaced vertical sections. You may need to cut the extensions to blend them in with your natural
hair. Feel free to cut or trim your extensions to match the rest of your hair. You are not required

to leave them as-is from the packaging. Remove another section of hair from your ponytail.
Repeat the same steps as above, by teasing your hair at the roots and adding in one weft at a
time. Finish your hair style. Tease your hair at the roots and brush out the top layer so that it is
smooth. Your clip-in extensions should be completely blended so that you cannot see them at
the roots of your locks. If you can see the clip from your extensions, rearrange them so that
they are not visible. Be sure that your extension clips cannot be seen even if you put your hair
in a ponytail. They should be close enough to the roots and blended with enough layers that
they are invisible to the naked eye. Method 3 of Clarify your hair. There are many clarifying
shampoos available for purchase that help to cleanse your locks of any buildup or residue that
might prevent the extensions from sticking to your hair. Do not use conditioner or other hair
products after clarifying your hair, as you will be adding in the things you just removed with
your clarifying shampoo. If you are afraid of your clarifying shampoo stripping too much, look
for ones that advertise sensitive skin and are made from organic materials instead of more
chemicals. Dry your hair completely. If your hair is at all damp, the glue from the extensions will
not be able to stick. Make a divider for your hair. A divider will section out small pieces of your
hair to fuse the extensions to, as well as protect your scalp from getting burned. To do this, you
will need a piece of cardstock about three inches in diameter. Cut the cardstock into a circle,
around three inches wide. Cut a slit on one side of the circle to the center, like drawing the
radius. At the center of the circle, make an enlarged hole one to two millimeters wide. Now, you
will be able to slide small pieces of hair to the center of the cardstock circle, where the fusion
extension can be safely attached at the root without burning your head. Section your hair
beginning at the base. Part your hair around two inches from the nape of your neck, pinning
everything above that mark to the top of your head. Put a strand of hair into your cardstock
divider. Pick up small sections and pull them through the divider. A crochet hook can be very
useful for this. This will be the first piece you fuse, and should be around the same size of the
hair extension strand. If you need to, clip the divider into your hair with a bobby pin or hair clip.
Attach one strand of the extension to your divided hair. Line up the end of the extension with
the roots of your hair so that it begins as near to your scalp as is possible. Use a flat iron to
fuse the extension. Hold the end of the extension and your hair by the roots in the flat iron for a
few seconds. Remove the flat iron for a few seconds and repeat. Be careful not to burn your
own hair in the process. Roll the fused strands into your natural hair. Using your fingertips on
the still-warm hair, make a rolling motion to blend the extension with your natural hair. This will
help to set the glue or melted keratin. Remove the hair divider. Take another section from the
same row of hair and replace your cardstock divider on a new strand of hair. Just remember to
be careful of the newly fused section. Repeat the steps of dividing and fusing hair. Layer
extensions evenly over your head so that they appear the most natural. Continue this process
until you have used all of your extensions. Style your hair. Use a brush that has no nibs or
bulging ends on the tips of the bristles so that you do not pull out your newly fused extensions.
There should be no problem following your basic style routine post-extensions as long as you
are careful not to damage the base of the fusion. Too much tension can result in the extensions
sliding or falling out. Care for the hair extensions. Brush your hair regularly, making sure that
you avoid brushing too close to the scalp. When washing your extensions, use sulfate-free
products, and do not condition the scalp. Leave-in conditioners can help you keep out tangles.
Do not rub, scrub, or tug at your hair. You will need to have the extensions redone every six to
eight weeks, as they will start to slide out around this time. Did you know you can read expert
answers for this article? Unlock expert answers by supporting wikiHow. Laura Martin
Professional Hair Stylist. Laura Martin. Support wikiHow by unlocking this expert answer. Not
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Starting from the topmost layer of clips, unclip each clip in the row and gently pull them away
from your hair where they previously were. A few strands may catch, but for the most part it
should be an easy task. It may help to pull the hair lying over the extensions out of the way until
you get used to removing them. You can, just make sure to put the shortest extensions on the
top of your head so it blends in better. Not Helpful 2 Helpful 6. Try teasing your hair from the
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Fused hair extensions are hair extensions that are fused on to the natural hair using one of two
methods, the hot fusion method or the cold fusion method. Fusion hair extensions are
performed for aesthetic reasons to add volume and length to the existing hair, and it is
important to get the procedure done by a certified and experienced hair stylist. Professional hair
extensions can generally last for a period of three to six months, and some amount of
maintenance and tightening may be required in this duration. The hair stylist will first examine
your hair and advise regarding which fusion hair extension method will suit you. Depending on
the method used, getting hair extensions can be a quick or somewhat tedious procedure. The
bonding used in both cases is generally transparent and not obvious. In the hot fusion method,
hot glue is used to fuse the hair extensions to the natural hair strand. The glue is heated to a
specific temperature and then applied using a glue gun. This procedure is done section by
section, and can take up to 16 hours for completion. It needs to be carried out with utmost care
to avoid burning or irritating the scalp. The cold fusion method is gentler on the hair and the
scalp, and works well for fine hair. Instead of hot glue and heat, a keratin -based polymer binder
is used to attach on the hair extensions. This results in more natural looking hair. These
extensions are generally good for about six months. Since natural hair will continue to grow at
its normal rate, the hair extensions will have to be adjusted and tightened accordingly. It is a
good idea to ask the hair stylist about these and other maintenance requirements at the time of
getting fused hair extensions. It is generally possible to shampoo and style the extensions like
regular hair. Most hair stylists advice against wearing fused hair extensions for longer than six
months as there is chance this may damage the natural hair. It is also important to remove the
hair extensions with care. At the time of removal, it may seem as if a lot of the natural hair
comes off with the extensions; this hair loss is actually the hair that is shed normally on a daily
basis, but which hadn't fallen out as usual due to the presence of the hair extensions. It
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Want luscious long locks, but don't have the time or patience to wait around for them to grow?
Then look into trying extensions! Hair extensions are natural looking, but they can take a while
to apply. Wearing hair extensions is a perfect way to have luscious locks without waiting for
your hair to grow. Your easiest option is to buy clip-on wefts that are the same color as your
natural hair. Then, attach the wefts to the roots of your hair, leaving a space between each one
so the clips are concealed under your hair. Alternatively, you can apply fusion extensions. To
do this, wash your hair with a clarifying shampoo to remove any residue, and dry it thoroughly.
While the hair is still warm, use your fingers to roll the extension into your natural hair. For tips
on how to style your hair extensions, keep reading! Did this summary help you? Yes No. We've
been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for
over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help
to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in
Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username
or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to
make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn
why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips and Warnings.
Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used
by other entities without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Decide on the kind of hair

you want. Hair extensions come in two different makes: synthetic or human. Human hair is
donated by real people and repurposed into extensions. Human hair extensions also come in
many grades, such as Brazilian, Indian, Malaysian, three of the most popular. All of the best
grade and textures of human hair come in its most natural state, this allowing for straighten,
curling and even coloring to a desired color level. When choosing human hair installs it is
always best to use hair that is closest to your own natural texture, this will allow for smooth
blending when installing your extensions. Synthetic extensions do a very good job of mimicking
the appearance of human hair, but lack some of the texture that natural hair maintains. At the
same time, synthetic extensions tend to be shinier than natural human hair. Human hair is much
more expensive than synthetic hair, but it is also more versatile and natural looking. Unlike
synthetic extensions, it can be styled with heat tools, chemically treated, colored, and washed
and styled. Think about clip-in hair extensions. These are either synthetic or human hair that are
attached to a hair clip at the base which allow for temporary extensions to your hair. These are a
great option if you only want extensions for a particular event or day. These are the cheapest
available hair extensions, and are also the easiest to install. They take only minutes to put in.
Clip-in extensions must be reapplied on a daily basis as they begin to fall out over the course of
a day. They are not very comfortable to sleep in. Consider fusion hair extensions. Fusion
extensions are synthetic or human hair that is treated at one end with either a special glue or
keratin wax that is melted into your natural hair. Fusion extensions are the longest lasting
extensions, but are also significantly more expensive than clip-ins. Although fusion extensions
use heat, they are not too damaging to your natural hair. If you are afraid of damage, look into
cold fusion extensions. Because of the difficulty in applying fusion extensions yourself, for the
best results have a friend or stylist apply them for you. Method 2 of Purchase wefts of hair that
match your hair color. A weft of hair is a single row of hair to be clipped between your own
layers of hair to add length. You can buy either synthetic or human hair in wefts, with the latter
being the pricier of the two options. Match your color as best as possible. Hair extensions are
intended to look natural, which they are unable to do if there is a simple discrepancy in hair
color. Find the right length of hair. Although you obviously want your extensions to be longer
than your current length, avoid adding a dramatic amount of difference between your natural
length and the extensions. Not only will it obviously look fake, but it will cost a significantly
higher amount of money. Stick to 4 inches Divide your hair into sections. You can do this by
pulling all of the hair on the top of your head into a ponytail. As you add extensions, you will
continue to let down more sections of hair of about an inch each. Tease your hair. Take a
back-comb and rat your hair at the roots. Teasing your hair gives the extensions something to
stick to. Natural hair is too slippery for the clips to hold long without sliding down your strands.
Ratting the roots of your hair also provides coverage for the clips. This makes it more difficult
to tell you are wearing extensions. Take one weft and clip to to your hair at the roots. You
should be able to dig into the teased section of hair to allow for the best stick. Be sure to evenly
space the extensions, so that you have a level length of hair all the way around your head. You
can give your hair the look of layers. Apply the extensions in evenly spaced vertical sections.
You may need to cut the extensions to blend them in with your natural hair. Feel free to cut or
trim your extensions to match the rest of your hair. You are not required to leave them as-is
from the packaging. Remove another section of hair from your ponytail. Repeat the same steps
as above, by teasing your hair at the roots and adding in one weft at a time. Finish your hair
style. Tease your hair at the roots and brush out the top layer so that it is smooth. Your clip-in
extensions should be completely blended so that you cannot see them at the roots of your
locks. If you can see the clip from your extensions, rearrange them so that they are not visible.
Be sure that your extension clips cannot be seen even if you put your hair in a ponytail. They
should be close enough to the roots and blended with enough layers that they are invisible to
the naked eye. Method 3 of Clarify your hair. There are many clarifying shampoos available for
purchase that help to cleanse your locks of any buildup or residue that might prevent the
extensions from sticking to your hair. Do not use conditioner or other hair products after
clarifying your hair, as you will be adding in the things you just removed with your clarifying
shampoo. If you are afraid of your clarifying shampoo stripping too much, look for ones that
advertise sensitive skin and are made from organic materials instead of more chemicals. Dry
your hair completely. If your hair is at all damp, the glue from the extensions will not be able to
stick. Make a divider for your hair. A divider will section out small pieces of your hair to fuse the
extensions to, as well as protect your scalp from getting burned. To do this, you will need a
piece of cardstock about three inches in diameter. Cut the cardstock into a circle, around three
inches wide. Cut a slit on one side of the circle to the center, like drawing the radius. At the
center of the circle, make an enlarged hole one to two millimeters wide. Now, you will be able to
slide small pieces of hair to the center of the cardstock circle, where the fusion extension can

be safely attached at the root without burning your head. Section your hair beginning at the
base. Part your hair around two inches from the nape of your neck, pinning everything above
that mark to the top of your head. Put a strand of hair into your cardstock divider. Pick up small
sections and pull them through the divider. A crochet hook can be very useful for this. This will
be the first piece you fuse, and should be around the same size of the hair extension strand. If
you need to, clip the divider into your hair with a bobby pin or hair clip. Attach one strand of the
extension to your divided hair. Line up the end of the extension with the roots of your hair so
that it begins as near to your scalp as is possible. Use a flat iron to fuse the extension. Hold the
end of the extension and your hair by the roots in the flat iron for a few seconds. Remove the
flat iron for a few seconds and repeat. Be careful not to burn your own hair in the process. Roll
the fused strands into your natural hair. Using your fingertips on the still-warm hair, make a
rolling motion to blend the extension with your natural hair. This will help to set the glue or
melted keratin. Remove the hair divider. Take another section from the same row of hair and
replace your cardstock divider on a new strand of hair. Just remember to be careful of the newly
fused section. Repeat the steps of dividing and fusing hair. Layer extensions evenly over your
head so that they appear the most natural. Continue this process until you have used all of your
extensions. Style your hair. Use a brush that has no nibs or bulging ends on the tips of the
bristles so that you do not pull out your newly fused extensions. There should be no problem
following your basic style routine post-extensions as long as you are careful not to damage the
base of the fusion. Too much tension can result in the extensions sliding or falling out. Care for
the hair extensions. Brush your hair regularly, making sure that you avoid brushing too close to
the scalp. When washing your extensions, use sulfate-free products, and do not condition the
scalp. Leave-in conditioners can help you keep out tangles. Do not rub, scrub, or tug at your
hair. You will need to have the extensions redone every six to eight weeks, as they will start to
slide out around this time. Did you know you can read expert answers for this article? Unlock
expert answers by supporting wikiHow. Laura Martin Professional Hair Stylist. Laura Martin.
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